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Abstract—Next-generation wireless Internet (NGWI) is expected
to provide a wide range of services including real-time multimedia
to mobile users. However, the real-time multimedia traffic transport requires rate control deployment to protect shared Internet
from unfairness and further congestion collapse. The transmission
rate control method must also achieve high throughput and satisfy
multimedia requirements such as delay or jitter bound. However,
the existing solutions are mostly for the wired Internet, and hence,
they do not address the challenges in the wireless environments
which are characterized by high bit error rates. In this paper, a
new analytical rate control (ARC) protocol for real-time multimedia traffic over wireless networks is presented. It is intended
to achieve high throughput and multimedia support for real-time
traffic flows while preserving fairness to the TCP sources sharing
the same wired link resources. Based on the end-to-end path model,
the desired behavior of a TCP source over lossy links is captured
via renewal theory. The resulting asymptotic throughput equation
is designated as the driving equation for the proposed rate control method. Performance evaluation via simulation experiments
reveals that ARC achieves high throughput and meets multimedia
traffic expectations without violating good citizenship rules for the
shared Internet.
Index Terms—Equation-based rate control, jitter bound, realtime multimedia, wireless networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

H

IGHER sensitivity to time constraints such as delay and
jitter and more tolerance to packet losses are the characteristics of real-time multimedia traffic. These specifications
also constitute the reason why there is no transmission rate
control for multimedia applications. This fact would not lead
to a problem, if the quality of service (QoS)-oriented and reservation-based DiffServ [7] or IntServ [33] architectures were
used. However, there will always exist a necessity for a rate
control mechanism for real-time flows to avoid unfair resource
sharing among competing sources and congestion collapse. The
transmission rate control can be in cooperation with encoding
process. Hence, the real-time multimedia encoder can then
adapt its encoding rate in accord with the controlled fair share
of network resources [30].
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The need of rate control for real-time flows in the Internet has
been subject of many papers in the literature [5], [9], [22], [23].
However, most of the effort has been put into the rate control research for wireline networks rather than wireless networks. The
common feature of these proposals is that they follow the conservative rate halving behavior of TCP. This behavior is inherited from the assumption of reliable and almost error-free communication link presence. This leads to recognition of a single
packet loss as a congestion indication, which may well not hold
in error-prone wireless links. Therefore, TCP-like rate control
for wireless networks leads to unnecessary rate throttle, and
hence, severe performance degradation. One way to overcome
this problem is to distinguish packet losses due to link errors
from congestion. Although there are some proposed methods to
achieve this [12], [20], [25], it is not easy to obtain high accuracy
in determination of actual reason for packet loss to take proper
action. In [28], Rate Control Scheme (RCS) has been proposed
for real-time traffic in the networks with high bandwidth-delay
products and high bit error rates. RCS significantly improves the
throughput performance while maintaining fairness. However,
its dummy packet based congestion control algorithm is specifically tailored to match the requirements of the typical satellite
links with high propagation delay and may be inefficient for the
wireless environments with low access delay such as WLAN
and pico-cells.
In addition to additive-increase multiplicative-decrease
(AIMD) rate control proposals in the literature, some research
has also been performed on equation-based congestion control
[14], [21], [29], [34]. Instead of responding to a single packet
loss, equation-based congestion control uses a control equation
to adjust data rate. TCP-Friendly Rate Control (TFRC) [14] is
the most important equation-based congestion control proposal
in the literature. The control equation of TFRC is the TCP
response function [21] governing the steady-state transmission
rate of TCP as a function of round-trip time (RTT) and loss
event rate . The loss event rate is calculated at the receiver
and sent to the sender. The source, having loss event rate and
RTT, can adjust its data rate by using its control equation.
Hence, TFRC achieves fairness and smooth rate change with
equation-based congestion control.
The equation-based rate control can also be used in wireless
networks to address the requirements of real-time multimedia
transport and the characteristics of wireless links. However, the
existing equation-based rate control schemes cannot be directly
applied to the wireless environments. The fundamental reason
is that the throughput equation in [21] models the steady-state
TCP behavior over error-free wireline links. This approach is
again based on the assumption that a packet loss is an indication
of congestion and hence is directly related to the actual link re-
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sources. For instance, TFRC [14] uses the loss event rate, which
is calculated by considering packet loss events observed at the
receiver. In a wireless scenario, this approach cannot distinguish
the packet loss reasons and the calculated loss event rate contains also the packet losses due to wireless link errors. Therefore, it may result in inaccurate rate determination and hence
underutilization of the link resources.
There also exist some studies in the literature that model the
TCP behavior over lossy wireless channels. For instance, a stochastic analytical model of TCP-Reno over lossy links is presented in [1]. In [17], TCP performance over networks with high
bandwidth-delay products and random loss is analyzed. Nevertheless, the plain TCP behavior over wireless links is not desirable since TCP itself is not well suited to lossy links. Therefore,
the response function obtained from the throughput model of
TCP over wireless links should not be the control equation to
achieve efficient analytical rate control. The required throughput
model should reflect the desired TCP behavior over lossy links,
i.e.,
• TCP source should not throttle data rate in case of packet
loss due to wireless link error;
• it should follow standard TCP rules otherwise.
Hence, what should be modeled is not the actual TCP behavior,
but rather its desired behavior over wireless links. The throughput
equation obtained from such a model can achieve throughput
efficient and TCP-friendly rate control. Thus, it is necessary to
obtain a new model, whose response function can be used to
control the data rate of real-time flows over wireless links.
In order to address the issues introduced above, we present the
analytical rate control (ARC) scheme for real-time multimedia
flows over wireless links. Two key features of the analytical rate
control approach construct our departure point.
• It decouples a single packet loss event from triggering rate
control process.
• It achieves smooth variance in transmission rate, i.e., support for real-time multimedia transport.
ARC is an end-to-end connectionless analytical rate control scheme, which produces TCP-friendly flows with high
throughput over wireless links. It is an equation-based rate control protocol whose control equation is obtained via modeling
TCP behavior over lossy links by excluding its shortcomings.
In order to obtain such an equation for rate control over wireless
networks, we first establish an end-to-end path model based
on the two-state Markov chain known as Gilbert’s Model [15].
From the established model, we derive the driving equation for
our analytical rate control scheme based on the desired behavior
of a TCP source. The control equation is a function of the state
probabilities of the path model and the RTT. The overall ARC
protocol operation consists of two sequential periods, i.e.,
probe period and steady period. Since no link information is
available in the beginning of the connection, the analytical rate
control cannot be invoked. During this period, the ARC source
calls the
algorithm in order to determine the initial
data transmission rate. At the end of this period, the source
algorithm. During
goes into steady period calling the
the steady period, the data transmission rate is controlled by
using (21) as the required link information becomes available.
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Fig. 1. Two-state Markov chain for packet loss process model for wireless
channel.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We establish the end-to-end path model which constructs the physical
layer abstract for the derivation of rate control equation in Section II. In Section III, we present the model for desired TCP
behavior over wireless links, which keeps core TCP rules and
excludes its shortcomings over lossy links. In Section IV, we
introduce the ARC protocol algorithm and its operation. The
simulation experiment results and performance evaluation are
discussed in Section V. Finally, the concluding remarks for the
paper are presented in Section VI.
II. COMMUNICATION PATH MODEL
The end-to-end communication path is a concatenation of
wireless and wired links. Hence, in order to obtain an accurate
throughput model, it is necessary to capture channel behavior
for the overall communication path. In Sections II-A–C, we first
setup models for wireless channel and wired link individually,
and then we establish the channel model for the end-to-end path.
A. Wireless Channel Model
Existing studies in the literature justify that a first-order
Markov chain such as the two-state Markov model provides an
adequate approximation to the error process of Rayleigh fading
channel behavior [32], [35]. Hence, we model the wireless
link part of the end-to-end connection path with the two-state
discrete Markov chain known as Gilbert’s Model [15], [27],
[31] as shown in Fig. 1.
The two-state Markov chain can capture the bursty nature of
the packet errors in fading channels. The model has two states
and
representing good and bad channel conditions,
as
respectively. When the state is , i.e., good state, a packet is
transmitted successfully. The transmission fails if the channel
is in bad state, i.e., . Success or failure of the transmission
only depends on the current state. and are the state transition
probabilities. The transition between two states occurs at each
being steady-state state
packet instant. For
probabilities, the state transition matrix is given by
(1)
The state transition probabilities depend on the error characteristics of the physical layer. The transition probabilities can
be calculated from the channel characteristics such as the packet
error rate (PER). The packet error rate (PER) of the wireless link
and depends on the tranis equal to the state probability
sition probabilities [3]. Similarly, the probability of successful
delivery of the packets over the wireless channel is, therefore,
.
equal to the state probability
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Fig. 2. Two-state Markov chain for packet loss process model for wired link.

B. Wired Link Model
Recent works on the measurements of unicast and multicast
packet loss in the Internet have shown that the error process
in the Internet can also be modeled with the two-state Markov
chain [2], [8]. The state diagram with two states representing
good and bad conditions, and , is shown in Fig. 2.
Here, the bad wired link condition represents congestion situations. Hence, a packet is lost due to congestion, when the state
is . The packet is transmitted successfully otherwise. and
are the state transition probabilities. For
being steady-state state probabilities, the state transition matrix
is given by

Fig. 3. Four-state Markov chain for packet loss in the end-to-end path
including wireless and wired links.

In the four-state Markov chain shown in Fig. 3 representing
the packet loss process for the end-to-end path, the total probability of packet loss, , can be calculated by

(2)
(4)
As in the wireless channel model, the packet loss rate due
to congestion is equal to the state probability
, and the
probability of successful transmission over the wired link is,
.
therefore, equal to the state probability
C. End-to-End Path Model
Since the communication path consists of both wireless and
wired parts, the model for the end-to-end path should capture
behaviors of both portions of the path. Having individual packet
error process models, we can construct the overall path model as
a concatenation of the two models established in Sections II-A
and B. The resultant four-state chain representing the end-to-end
path is shown in Fig. 3.
In this model, a transition occurs between good
and
three bad states corresponding to bad wireless channel condition
, bad wired link condition
, and both
.
and
states represent only wireless link error and congestion
, packet transconditions, respectively. When the state is
mission is successful. Transmission fails if the state is in one
of the bad states. Success or failure of the packet transmission
solely depends on the current state. For
being the steady-state state probabilities, the state transition probability matrix is given as

(3)

is the probability that the wireless link is
where
is the probability that
error-free and congestion exists;
the wireless link is error-prone and no congestion exists; and
is the probability that the wireless link is error-prone
and congestion exists. Since the total packet loss probability is
the sum of the probability that packet loss is due to congestion
and the probability that packet loss is due to wireless error; by
rearranging (4), can also be expressed as
(5)
where

and

can be calculated by
(6)
(7)

is the probability of being in the bad wireRecall that
less channel state. On the other hand, the estimation of the state
is a challenging task and there exist studies
probability of
in the literature on the accurate estimation of the communication channel state probabilities and the packet loss classification
techniques [18], [24]. For this reason, ARC protocol operation
, rather it uses the
does not involve in direct estimation of
measured packet loss rate due to the wireless link at the link
layer as an approximate to the state probability of the bad wireless channel. The details of the ARC protocol operation are presented in Section IV.
Note that the packet loss rate at the wireless link and are
both measurable quantities. Therefore, instead of calculating
transition probabilities, i.e., , , , and , we use state probabilities of the end-to-end path model in developing our analytical
rate control scheme, as presented in Section III.
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III. MODEL FOR DESIRED TCP BEHAVIOR
OVER WIRELESS LINKS
Having established the model for the end-to-end communication path, the next step for our analytical rate control protocol is to derive the governing equation. The throughput equations used by the existing equation-based congestion control
algorithms are based on the TCP behavior over reliable wired
links [14], [21]. Therefore, they are not directly applicable to
the wireless environments, since the TCP has poor performance
in the error-prone wireless links. Thus, we need to obtain a
new model such that it does not represent the classical TCP behavior over wireless links. The new model should, instead, capture the steady-state TCP behavior by excluding its drawbacks
over lossy links. Therefore, the throughput model should also
be consistent with the underlying channel model obtained for
end-to-end path in Section II.
Using the model that captures the actual TCP behavior over
wireless links is also not appropriate for this purpose. The models
for the TCP behavior over lossy links do exist in literature [1],
[17] and provide us with a better understanding of TCP’s shortcomings. However, the use of these models to obtain a response
function for equation-based rate control leads to experience the
same throughput degradation with the TCP over wireless links.
Therefore, we need to obtain a model for the desired TCP behavior over lossy links which excludes its drawbacks.
Most of the studies for TCP over wireless links aim to avoid
TCP throughput degradation due to unnecessary rate decrease
in case of link error losses by two major approaches. They either try to hide wireless link losses from the TCP source, or
try to distinguish the loss reason and then act accordingly [4].
The former approach requires split or indirect solutions, most of
which are not scalable and do not obey end-to-end semantics of
congestion control. The latter method needs a very accurate and
fast way of distinguishing the loss reason. What is common in
these studies is that all aim to make the TCP source behave in a
desired way, so that the TCP source over lossy link should
• perform no rate change due to wireless link error packet
loss;
• decrease the rate when packet loss due to congestion occurs.
Therefore, we obtain a throughput model for such desired
TCP behavior on top of the developed end-to-end path model.
The resulting equation will then be used as the data rate controller for real-time multimedia traffic sources in the wireless
networks. Note also that such rate control policy is suitable for
the real-time multimedia flows which are loss-tolerant to a certain extent and have strict time constraints. Since the reliable
transmission is of secondary importance due to the loss-tolerant
nature of the real-time multimedia flows, it is better to keep
transmitting time-sensitive packets with a controlled rate using
a rate control protocol instead of backing off in case of wireless
link errors.
Assuming that application always has data to send, TCP flow
transmits
packets and achieves
starting at
throughput in time period. Therefore, the steady-state
throughput, , for such flow is
(8)

Fig. 4.

Steady-state desired behavior of a TCP source in wireless link.

where
is the expectation of the total number of packets
for
.
transmitted in
The time dependency of the congestion window size, , is
shown in Fig. 4, where the packet loss events are due to either
congestion loss (CL) or wireless link error (WL). We do not
consider time-out events in our model. For packet loss rates up
to 0.1, the model including only the triple-duplicate events is
shown to be quite adequate approximation to the actual behavior
in [21]. Furthermore, our goal is to capture desired source behavior over established path model and use its response function
as a driving equation for rate control, rather than to obtain the
most accurate analytical model for TCP source behavior over
reliable links as in [21]. As it is shown in Fig. 4, there is no rate
decrease at WL event arrivals, but there is at CL events. This is
consistent with the desired TCP behavior that we want to model.
, starts and ends with
Each loss-free period, i.e., loss cycle
CL event arrival.
is the congestion window size at the beginning of each loss cycle just before the rate halving occurs. For
in the duration of
the total number of packets transmitted
, the throughput achieved during
is
. For
each
ending with
number of packets sent, the evolucan be assumed to be Markov
tion of congestion window
regenerative process [19] with rewards . Hence, the asymptotic throughput from the renewal theorem is expressed by
(9)
where and are the expectations that we need to obtain for
and , respectively.
The congestion window at the th RTT,
, in a loss cycle
can be expressed as follows:
(10)
is the number of RTTs in one loss cycle period. Thus, for
is the RTT index in which the next congestion loss event
occurs,
is the congestion window at the end of the th loss
. Hence, the expectation of i.i.d.
cycle and is equal to
denoting congestion window size in
random variable
can be expressed as
(11)
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The total number of packets
sent in the loss cycle
duration can be calculated as follows:

lasting

(12)
Consequently, for mutually independent random variables of
and
, the mean of random variable
can be expressed
as
(13)
,
packets are transmitted before the
In a loss cycle
congestion loss occurs. Since a packet loss is detected in one
more packets are sent after the packet
RTT period,
loss due to congestion occurs. Therefore, the total number of
can also be expressed as
packet transmitted in

Fig. 5.

ARC protocol structure.

is
The duration of a loss cycle
its expectation is calculated as

. Therefore,

(14)

(20)

The random variable denoting the number of packets transis geometrically distributed with the unconditional
mitted
probability of packet loss due to congestion
. Hence, the
probability that packets are transmitted (including the lost
one) is

Thus, it follows from (13), (19), and (20) that the asymptotic
throughput for the desired source behavior as a function of
RTT and the state transition probabilities of the end-to-end path
model can be expressed as

(15)

(21)

Let be the total packet loss probability and be the probability of packet loss due to wireless link errors. Recall that
. Hence, it follows from (4)–(7) that
can be
calculated as
(16)
where is the total packet loss probability and is the probability of packet loss due to wireless link errors.
gives the number of packets transmitted until a
Hence,
packet loss occurs by congestion which leads to rate throttle,
rather than the wireless link error. Therefore, the mean of the
can also be expressed as
total number of packets transmitted

(17)
where the mean of random variable
(15) and (16) as follows:

can be obtained by using

(18)
From (11), (13), (17), and (18), we can obtain the expectation
of RTT count in a loss cycle, i.e., as a function of state transition probabilities of the end-to-end path as follows:
(19)

Note that the obtained throughput equation depends on
state probabilities of the end-to-end path model developed in
Section II. The throughput value as an output of (21) varies
, , and . The equation (21) gives the steady-state
with
throughput that could be achieved if the TCP source would
behave as desired. Hence, we use (21) as the driving equation
for the analytical rate control operation of the ARC protocol.
IV. ARC: THE ANALYTICAL RATE CONTROL SCHEME
ARC is an end-to-end analytical rate control protocol that
uses the throughput function (21) developed in Section III. The
objective of ARC is to perform rate control for real-time traffic
over wireless links in order to produce TCP-friendly traffic flows
while maintaining high throughput performance. Its equationbased approach provides a basis for multimedia traffic support
in terms of time constraints such as delay and/or jitter bounds.
ARC can run on top of RTP/RTCP [26] and UDP as shown
in Fig. 5 to provide real-time streaming support. ARC is not an
ARQ protocol and the source does not perform retransmission
due to tighter time constraints of the multimedia flows. While
the rate control is mainly performed by the source, the receiver
sends back an acknowledgment (ACK) for any received packet.
If the RTP/RTCP is implemented, then these ACKs can be the
receiver reports (RRs) that include the reception quality statistics such as the number of packets received, RTP timestamp,
fraction lost, and cumulative number of packets lost. Hence, the
ARC source can obtain the total packet loss rate and
from the RTP receiver reports [26]. If RTP/RTCP is not used
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for any reason, then data ACKs would be sufficient to acquire
and
.
The overall ARC protocol operation consists of two sequential periods, i.e., probe period and steady period. In the beginning of the connection, the information about the total packet
loss rate and the probability of packet loss due to wireless
link errors are not available at the source. Hence, the data
transmission rate, , cannot be controlled by using (21) until the
required information is obtained. During this period, the ARC
algorithm in order to determine the inisource calls the
. At
tial data transmission rate. The probe period lasts
the end of this period, the data transmission rate is set to the
and the source goes into the steady period
initial data rate
algorithm. The algorithm is presented in
calling the
detail in Section IV-A.
During the steady period, the data transmission rate is controlled by using (21) as the required link information becomes
available. At each loss event arrival, the required link informaare obtained and the data transmission
tion, i.e., , , and
rate is set by using (21). The algorithm is presented in detail
in Section IV-B.
A. Probe Period
The ARC source starts a new connection by calling the
algorithm in the probe period, which lasts
. In
[28], low-priority dummy packets are used to obtain available
resource information at the beginning of the connection. Similarly, the ARC source transmits only one data packet at first
with the
and then low-priority probe packets in the first
. Note that the target data rate
target transmission rate,
could also be set by the application to achieve highest
quality real-time streaming.
The low-priority probe packets can be distinguished by
one of the eight bits of the IP type of service (TOS) field
in the IP header. While there exists a considerable amount
of ongoing research on the available bandwidth estimation
techniques [16], the ARC protocol performs link probing only
in the initial phase of the connection using low-priority probe
packets. Currently, most of the commercial routers already
have the priority-queueing capability based on the TOS field of
the IP packet header [11]. While some routers in the Internet
do not currently apply any priority policy, in the near future,
the next-generation Internet will support QoS through the
Differentiated Service Model (DiffServ) [7], which requires all
routers to support multiple service classes with different service
priorities and drop precedences. However, note that ARC does
not specifically assume or require DiffServ architecture, rather
a simple priority-queueing mechanism with two priority levels
suffices for the probe packet mechanism.
algorithm are shown in Fig. 6. For
The steps of the
, the ARC source sends
the ARC connection starting at
probe packets at rate
during
. If there is
congestion, low-priority probe packets are discarded first by the
priority policy deploying routers. Otherwise, they are ACKed
back to the sender yielding the initial resource availability information on the path. The ARC source counts the number of
ACKs,
, received for the transmitted probe packets during
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Fig. 6. The Probe() and Steady() algorithms.

period, i.e.,
transmission rate to

. Consequently, at the end of the second
, the ARC source sets its initial

(22)

B. Steady Period
The ARC source continues a connection by calling
algorithm at
. After the probe period, the steadystate operation of the ARC rate control depends on (21), and
hence the total packet loss probability, , the probability of
.
packet loss due to wireless link , and
During this period, the ARC source uses (21) to control the
data transmission rate . To utilize (21) for this goal, the ARC
source continuously obtains the packet loss rate from RTP receiver reports (or it measures within the sliding time window
can be
of using ACKs, if RTP/RTCP is not available).
obtained from the RTP/RTCP sublayer at the sender, or from the
ACK packets. The probability of packet loss due to the wireless link is assumed to be obtained from the lower layers,
i.e., the underlying MAC layer, which already has this information, or analytically from information available at the physical layer of the mobile node [10], [36]. Note that includes
all wireless-link-related packet losses encountered by the underlying MAC layer due to bit errors, fading, and signal loss due
to handoff or blackout. At each loss event arrival, the required
are obtained and the data transmission
variables , , and
rate is set by using (21). For the cases where the sender is not
mobile station, the information regarding to the wireless portion
of the end-to-end path, i.e., the probability of packet loss due to
wireless link, , should be informed to the sender.
algorithm of the ARC
The overall operation of the
rate control scheme is shown in Fig. 6. During the steady period,
the source obtains the required
at each loss event
. Having all the required
link information, i.e., , , and
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information, the ARC source can then set its transmission rate
using the control equation, that is,
(23)
As a result, the connection starts with the probe period and
then continues with the steady period. The rate control during
the steady period is performed by the rate control function (23).
are obtained and
At each loss event, the new , , and
then the rate control (23) is invoked.
On the other hand, the ARC rate control protocol can be in cooperation with an adaptive media encoding process. The adaptive encoder can be provided with the available bandwidth
estimated by the ARC, as shown in Fig. 5. Hence, the real-time
acmultimedia encoder can then adapt its encoding rate
cording to the controlled fair share of the network resources. In
this way, the quality of the encoded multimedia can vary homogeneously and smoothly without leading to congestion and
undesirable abrupt quality variations.

Fig. 7. Throughput performance of ARC, RCS, and TFRC for varying packet
.
loss probability P

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The ARC is a rate control scheme for real-time traffic over
wireless links. It is intended to achieve high throughput and multimedia support for real-time traffic flows while preserving fairness to the TCP sources sharing the same wired link resources.
Hence, in order to investigate the performance of the ARC, extensive simulation experiments are conducted. We investigate
ARC performance in terms of the throughput, goodput, fairness,
and real-time multimedia support.
A. Throughput Performance
We simulate the topology given in Fig. 9, where
ARC
sources are connected to the IP backbone via wireless access
points. The corresponding receivers are assumed to be fixed
terminals in the network. For the simulation purposes, we set
and the capacity of all links
packets/s.
We observed the throughput achieved by ARC, RCS, [28] and
.
TFRC [14] sources for varying packet loss probability
We choose RCS [28] for performance comparison, since it gives
the best performance in lossy links to the best of our knowledge.
Since TFRC is also an equation-based congestion control protocol which uses TCP response function as its control equation,
we also compare ARC performance with TFRC. The connections passing through wireless channel are assumed to experi.
ence packet losses due to link errors with probability
In Fig. 7, we show the throughput of the ARC, RCS [28],
values. Here, for
and TFRC [14] protocols for different
low
values the same throughput is achieved by all protocols (ARC, RCS, and TFRC). However, for increasing
values, the throughput starts to decrease as expected but with
, ARC imdifferent slopes. For example, for
proves throughput over TFRC and RCS by approximately 93%
and 45%, respectively.
We also show the goodput achieved by the ARC, RCS, and
values in Fig. 8. A similar pattern
TFRC for different
with throughput is observed in this scenario. For
,

Fig. 8. Goodput performance of ARC, RCS, and TFRC for varying packet loss
.
probability P

ARC achieves goodput higher than TFRC and RCS by approximately 92% and 44%, respectively.
Note also that the difference between the goodput and the
throughput achieved by the ARC sources increases as the wireless channel conditions get worse. In the worst case, all packets
transmitted by the source can get lost in the wireless link for a
certain period of time. Most of the media encoding techniques,
on the other hand, are predictive and hence based on the previously encoded portion of the multimedia stream. Therefore, the
encoding process can continue due to real-time constraints of
the multimedia source even in the presence of excessive wireless
link errors. However, advanced adaptive multimedia encoders
that can adjust the encoding process according to the wireless
channel conditions can be used at the application layer to improve the efficiency of the real-time multimedia encoding and
hence transmission over the wireless links [30]. However, recall that ARC is a transport layer rate control protocol, which
adjusts the data transmission rate such that the real-time multimedia flows use fair share of the link resources. Hence, the
details of the efficient adaptive multimedia encoding based on
the wireless channel state are beyond the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 9. Simulation scenario for throughput performance evaluation.
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Fig. 11. Simulation scenario for heterogeneous fairness evaluation.

link errors. The reason for simulating such topology is
basically that we are interested in fairness performance
of ARC to the wired TCP sources sharing the same bottleneck link.
be the fairness between the ARC and TCP
Let
sources, where is the ratio of the average throughput of
and TCP
connections, i.e.,
ARC
(24)

Fig. 10. Fairness among the ARC protocol sources: Data received at each ARC
sink with respect to time.

B. Fairness
For the fairness performance of ARC protocol, we consider
two different scenarios, i.e., homogeneous and heterogeneous
fairness. For the homogeneous case, the fairness among ARC
flows in sharing bottleneck is observed. For heterogeneous case,
we explore the fairness of ARC protocol, where ARC sources
share the bottleneck link with wired TCP sources.
1) Homogeneous scenario: In this case, we simulate the
same topology shown in Fig. 9 with
and link capacity
packets/s. Here, all of the senders deploy
the ARC rate control scheme and share the same bottleneck. In Fig. 10, we show the data received at each ARC
sink as a function of time . It is observed from Fig. 10
that all sinks receive almost the same amount of data at
any point in time during the simulation period. Therefore,
we conclude that the ARC sources are all given a fair share
of the network resources.
2) Heterogeneous scenario: In this case, we simulate the
ARC connectopology shown in Fig. 11, where
TCP-NewReno [13] connections share
tions and
packets/s.
the same bottleneck with capacity
Here, the ARC sources are connected to the bottleneck via
a wireless channel (dashed lines in Fig. 11) experiencing
due to wireless link errors. TCP sources
are connected to the bottleneck via wired links (solid lines
in Fig. 11), hence they do not experience any wireless

, then ARC and TCP sources are
Therefore, if
given a fair share of bottleneck. In Fig. 12(a) and (b), we
show the average data received by the ARC and TCP reas a function of time, respecceivers and their ratio
tively. As shown in Fig. 12(a), the wired TCP sources
are always given a higher share of the bottleneck than
for
the ARC sources. In Fig. 12(b), we have
, concluding that ARC preserves fairness to
all
the wired TCP sources sharing the same wired link resources while significantly enhancing network utilization
efficiency.
We have also performed simulation experiments using
the same simulation environment shown in Fig. 11, where,
in this case, TCP sources also traverse wireless links as
ARC sources. The objective of this set of simulation experiments is to observe how ARC sources maintain fairness after temporary wireless link errors are over, and consequently, how TCP sources recover from unnecessary
rate decreases and start to obtain the fair share of the link
resources.
Here, we introduce wireless link errors with
at
for a duration of 20 s. As it is observed
in Fig. 12(c), TCP sources have higher share of the bottleneck until the wireless link errors are introduced. After
, ARC sources start to obtain higher link resources. During
, ARC sources utilize
higher bandwidth than TCP sources. This is because TCP
sources unnecessarily perform rate decrease due to misinterpretation of packet losses due to wireless link errors as
congestion losses as discussed in Section III. Note that effective loss-labeling schemes such as in [6] can improve
the TCP performance in wireless networks by enabling
TCP sources to more accurately identify packet loss reasons. In this way, the transient unfairness of ARC sources
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Fig. 13. Transmission rate variation of ARC, RCS, TFRC, and mobile
TCP-NewReno sources with time.

the wireless link errors are over and hence TCP sources
can recover their fair share while competing with ARC
sources for the same bottleneck resources.
C. Multimedia Support

Fig. 12. Fairness to wired TCP sources. (a) Average data received at each ARC
and TCP-NewReno sink. (b) Ratio of the received data with respect to time.
Fairness to wireless TCP sources. (c) Ratio of the received data with respect to
time for the cases where TCP sources also traverse wireless links.

to TCP sources observed in Fig. 12(c) due to the inherent
shortcomings of TCP can be further minimized.
However, as shown in Fig. 12(c), as the wireless link errors are over, the link share of the ARC sources decreases.
This is because TCP sources start to recover from the erroneous rate decrease they performed in case of wireless
s,
.
link errors. As shown in Fig. 12(c), after
Therefore, ARC sources can maintain the fairness after

In order to investigate ARC performance in terms of multimedia time-constraints, we choose to observe its rate change
pattern and delay variation, i.e., jitter. One of the most important properties of equation-based rate control is its smoothly
changing data transmission rate. The transmission rates of
ARC, RCS [28], TFRC [14], and TCP-NewReno [13] sources
are shown in Fig. 13 as a function of time.
In this scenario, we perform simulation experiments with
ARC, RCS, TFRC, and TCP-NewReno sources using the
same simulation scenario given in Fig. 9. In the experiments,
the sources are in wireless domain experiencing packet loss
. As shown in Fig. 13, the most freprobability
quent rate change is experienced by the mobile TCP-NewReno
source. This is because the mobile TCP source interprets
every packet loss as a congestion indication, hence it performs
unnecessary rate decreases. TFRC also provides very smooth
rate change, however, it also cannot distinguish wireless link
error losses than congestion losses. Therefore, TFRC also
experiences unnecessary rate decrease during connection time.
Since RCS follows the conservative TCP rule, i.e., rate halving
at packet loss, and then tries to recover from this rate change
by using dummy packets [28], the RCS source also experiences
more frequent rate change compared to the ARC source, as
shown in Fig. 13.
We also investigate the jitter experienced by ARC, RCS [28],
TFRC [14], and TCP-NewReno [13] flows. The jitter experienced by each packet transmitted by the ARC, TFRC, and TCP
sources are shown in Fig. 14(a)–(d), respectively. In Fig. 14(d),
it is observed that the packets sent by the TCP source always
experience much higher jitter than the packets sent by TFRC,
RCS, and ARC. This is because TCP performs rate throttle at
each packet loss hence resulting in high delay variation. RCS
[28] also performs rate halving at each packet loss; however,
since it recovers from unnecessary rate halving by using dummy
packets, RCS source experiences less jitter than TCP source.
TFRC also suffers from the wireless link errors hence makes unnecessary rate changes. As observed in Fig. 14(a)–(c), the jitter
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Jitter experienced by each packet sent by (a) ARC, (b) RCS, (c) TFRC, and (d) TCP-NewReno sources.

experienced by ARC, RCS, and TFRC packets is mostly around
5, 10, and 25 ms, respectively. Thus, ARC outperforms RCS,
TFRC, and TCP in terms of jitter-bounds of the real-time multimedia transmission over wireless links.

traffic support in terms of time constraints such as delay and/or
jitter bounds. Simulation results show that ARC significantly
improves the rate control throughput performance over wireless
links and provides multimedia traffic support without penalizing TCP sources sharing same path.

VI. CONCLUSION
Next-generation wireless Internet (NGWI) is expected to provide a wide range of services including real-time multimedia to
mobile users. The real-time multimedia traffic transport requires
rate control deployment to protect the shared Internet from unfairness and further congestion collapse. However, the existing
solutions are mostly for the wired Internet and hence they do not
address the challenges in the wireless environments.
In this paper, we introduced the ARC, a new analytical rate
control protocol for real-time multimedia traffic over wireless
networks. ARC is an end-to-end analytical rate control protocol
which is designed to produce TCP-friendly real-time traffic
flows while maintaining high throughput performance in wireless networks. The desired TCP behavior over wireless links
is captured based on the end-to-end path model developed.
The asymptotic throughput equation is derived and used as
the control equation for the ARC rate control scheme. Its
equation-based approach provides the basis for multimedia
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